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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.
This is the GENERALISED report outlining the class representative feedback from the
entire university. More information will be displayed in the faculty-specific e-voice diary
reports. This includes all faculties except for the Faculty of Engineering, as we have only
received 18 submissions, with 17 of them being from CHEMMAT and 1 of them being
mislabelled as an ACCTG course.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’. The overall total
responses to this question is 1028.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
have rated an average course experience of 4.17.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to

Due to technical errors, the blank entry of 310 is related to Academic Staff.
The data shows that a large majority of the course experience feedback received by
Student Voice from Class Representatives was about “Course content and Structure”
totalling to 73.8% of the overall feedback. This was followed by Assessments at 31.4% and
Academic staff at 30.2%
Found consistent across all faculties, course content and structure, assessments and
academic staff related feedback were in the top four most frequent complaints.
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This semester we have seen a shift from feedback relating to online lectures to those
relating to course and structure. This shows either that the university has improved how
they handle an online learning environment or that students no longer place as much
importance on online lectures due to the return of on-campus learning.

4.0 Recommendations
This section describes potential recommendations which will apply to all faculties and
courses.

An option of providing a Zoom lecture for students
Students in general found live Zoom lectures more engaging than those that are purely
recorded and posted online. In addition, as a student has pointed out:
1. A Zoom recording is faster than a recording on Canvas
2. Offshore students can participate lectures, and not worry about waiting for
recordings
3. Listening to Zoom lectures does require the use of VPN in China, but if they don't
use VPN while watching recordings on canvas it will be very slow.

Providing powerpoint materials before the lecture itself

Clarifying on assessment requirements and outcomes
This could be done by providing marking rubrics or explicitly communicating the
requirements and expectations of assessments.
In addition, tutorials / workshops / labs could run through assignments or past papers to
give students an idea of the contents that would show up on the actual test and/or exam.

Limit lectures / workshops / tutorials to no more than two hours

Please email classrep.enquiries@ausa.org.nz. All feedback and
concerns are welcome and appreciated!
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF ARTS EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 255 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Arts.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A more indepth look shows that 120 (47%) of class representatives have responded with a
rating of 4 for their course experience and 109 (43%) of class representatives have
responded with a rating of 5 for their course experience.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Arts have rated an average course experience of
4.31.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Science:
- 48 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 80 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 15 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 36 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 188 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and
Structure
- 43 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 78 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.1 Course Content & Structure
● Students expressed their concerns around the lack of resources provided in
courses, especially for lecture slides being uploaded prior to the lecture
o “- Regarding course delivery, a student requested that lecture slides be
posted on Canvas before the lecture. - A student said that she would
appreciate all lectures being posted online to Canvas as some were missing. ”
o “The responses to our Google Form included requests for lecture slides to be
uploaded prior to the lecture.”
o “Past papers for the course”
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o "The assignments are not on canvas in assignments. I like to be able to see
when they're coming up and have a description of how to prepare for them.
We were informed about the 3% in-class test in announcements, but I didn't
check that. A single announcement for the test info and then another for other
info would be better, but I'd also really like to see them in assignments on
canvas, cos then it's in my calendar automatically. It's just more efficient
communication than relying on a single announcement.
o “Everyone is enjoying the course content. There was one suggestion to upload
the lecture slides in advance of lectures.”

4.2 Academic Staff
● Students have concerns around the pacing of lectures
o “Sometimes the lecturer doesn't take time to explain things if a student is
confused and can sometimes come across quite condescending to that
student. “
o “The content of the course has been interesting so far, but the lecturer's
delivery of the content is rather slow, and this has been a bit distracting for
students.”
o “they want the lecturer to slow down in a bit in classes”
o “People are pretty demotivated by how slow it is and how repetitive the class
is. There was one point where the whole class was confused and the lecturer
did not clarify the point at all, going off on a tangent instead. One student is
under the impression that the lecturer believes us too stupid to understand a
proper explanation, which is obviously not a great way to feel about the
lecturer.”

4.3 Assessments
● Students feel that there is a lack of clarity and communication for
assessments
o “- Regarding feedback about assessment related matters, it was voiced how
the quiz was unfair in how it was expected that we write 500-1000 words
within a 30 minute timeframe. There was not enough time for the response
that was needed. ”
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o “Students want more guidance for assessment (particularly the first one
which is due in a week or so). For this particular assignment they are unsure
of basic requirements (does it need introduction and conclusion, does
reference list count to the overall word count, what should the paragraphs
consist of, what sources they can use as references etc. There are also more in
depth concerns like being unsure if what they've written so far is correct, they
are unsure if they are following the instructions to the assignment but are
doing their best, they don't know what the assignment is supposed to look
like which is causing them difficulty in writing it. ”
o “There are some faults within the course that need to be addressed, mainly
involving lack of clarity: the short word limit and confusing questioning for the
quiz and confusion about lecture summaries.”
o Students almost are finding the assignments and test a little confusing at
times and feel that the lectures did not fully prepare them for the assessment.

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Overall, course feedback has been very positive so far. Caroline Vercoe is a very
capable, friendly and engaging lecturer that provides a warm and safe learning
environment that engages and includes everyone.”
● “The students shared that they really enjoyed the course material and the way in
which the lecturers presented.”
● “Dr. Rina Kim is engaging, responsive and highly communicative. As a result, our
cohort feel very safe when communicating with Dr. Rina. Students feel a great
sense of belonging, which positively affects us as individuals and us as a group.
Students have said that their needs are being met and that they enjoy the practical
side, as much as the theoretical side. ”
● “The overall feedback received from the class was positive as everyone enjoyed the
content taught in class and found our tutor Eva Anton engaging.”
● “The first few weeks of our ______ course has been very enjoyable for our class.
Our lecturer is very nice and makes learning very fun in the classroom!”
● Overall very positive, everyone thinks Graham is a great lecturer and the lectures
are interactive and good for learning.
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5.0 Key takeaways
The key takeaways from this report include the most common complaints expressed from
class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Arts.
These include:
- Students have concerns around the pacing of lectures
- Students feel that there is a lack of clarity and communication for assessments
- Students have concerns around the pacing of lectures
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS & INDUSTRIES
EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 103 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Creative Arts & Industries.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A more indepth look shows that 49 (48%) of class representatives have responded with a
rating of 4 for their course experience.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Creative Arts & Industries have rated an average
course experience of 4.07.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Creative Arts & Industries:
- 16 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 35 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 11 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 20 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 73 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and Structure
- 20 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 32 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.1 Course Content & Structure
● Students expressed their concerns around the delivery and communication of
course material
o Good course with interesting content, however none of us understand what is
expected of us in the exam. Tutorials are also not very helpful- if they were
less about the assignment and more about course content, that would be
more useful.
o “-While choosing courses, there was little information about the course
structures and content. This could be improved in future years.”
o “Some students had complained that the lecturer goes too fast during the
lecture and his slides felt like incomplete points that need to be elaborated
on.”
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o “There were two main concerns voiced by students of the course. The first one
was that the content outline was unclear, where students are not sure what to
study or memorise in preparation for the final assessments. The second
concern was that the use of textbook was confusing and that the lecturer
could list out pre-readings for students for the purpose of clarity. “

4.2 Assessments
● Students feel that there could have been more clarity / communication
surrounding assessments
o “Weekly deadlines for our technical experiments assignment are
overwhelming for a lot of students, especially because we are expected to
learn how to use new software on our own with little to no guidance from
lecturers/ tutors. ”
o “There is a disorganisation concern with the daily timeline, and confusion on
what the assignments are leading up to”
o “The main critiques were regarding the clarity of tasks/assignment
instructions, and unclear communication”
o “Main concern is lack of communication about what is expected of us by the
next lesson in terms of tasks. Briefs are often not clear.”
o Main comment from the class was workload. Many of us slept very little while
trying to finish Exercise One. Little guidance around what was required of us
by the next lesson. Also, tasks were slightly different amongst our tutor
groups, making it difficult to help each other.

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Students found Zoë and Nidhi very approachable (81%), found the lectures
engaging/interesting (50%), and believed the workload/due dates to be fair (50%)”
● “Lecturer is lovely and very friendly, super easy to talk to! He also provides his
email, office hours and contact info, which makes him flexible and students have
many opportunities to contact him. ”
● “Julie Stout's ARCHGEN733 course is very interesting for her students, with a lot of
different approaches she's planned for understanding the topic she teaches. The
students are enjoying this and have commended her for bringing excellent guest
speakers as well as preparing good quality presentations of her own.”
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● “Feedback I have received has been overwhelmingly positive; course content has
been engaging and clearly delivered. ”
● “On the whole, the students that took the time to answer the week 4 survey of Mus
110 seem to be very pleased with both the layout of the course, the assignments,
the resources available, and the content of the classes.”
● “Overall student feedback is very positive, they find the lecturer, Suzanne Janissen,
approachable and a clear communicator and the workload fair, despite many
acknowledging that the course content is quite dry.”
● “I have been notified on behalf of the DANCE215 Class that the lecturers we have
been taught by are excellent. Many compliments on behalf of the students”

5.0 Key take-aways
The key takeaways from this report include the most common complaints expressed from
class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Creative arts & Industries.
These include:
- Students expressed their concerns around the lack of resources provided in
courses
- Students feel that there could have been more clarity / communication
surrounding assessments
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF LAW EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 38 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Law.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Law have rated an average course experience of
4.34.
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3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Law:
- 7 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 25 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 0 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 3 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 34 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and Structure
- 5 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 7 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.0 Preface
With no class representative submitting an overall course rating of three or less and with a
relatively small number of responses when compared to the other courses, there are still
minor improvements that could be made to courses under the Faculty of Law.

4.1 Resources
● Students would prefer resources to be more transparent
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o “readings could be set out a little bit clearer, with no casebook provided this
year.”
o “the lecture slides do not reflect all the key information in the class and
students would like more clarity around assessments.”
o “Students wanted full lecture slides uploaded before lectures and found the
readings hard to navigate.”

4.2 Assessments
● Students would like more clarity around assessments
o “Assessments - some respondents noted that they would prefer more
communication about assessments via canvas.”

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Students are enjoying the course and the content. Students like Claire's teaching
style and are happy overall.”
● “The general consensus is that Katherine Sanders is doing a fantastic job at
teaching and the course content is clear.”
● “- Tracey Whare paces lectures brilliantly and explains concepts in a clear and
understandable way.”
● “One thing I really wish Peter does not change about the course is the structure. I
love his pinpoints and allows me to actively track and revise the course material.”
● “Students love the content so far in the course, and love Maia's teaching.”
● “Jo is an amazing lecturer. Sets out the content really well and is very engaging.
Class content is easily digestible and set out well. Easily to relate law to the cases.”
● “Semester 1 Evidence is an extremely popular class, and the lecturer, Scott
Optican, is highly regarded and liked by students. We have only had one week in
person and no issues have arisen from his lectures. His online content during the
temporary lockdown presented no issues either. Student feedback is unilaterally
positive.”

5.0 Key take-aways
The key takeaways from this report include the most common complaints expressed from
class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Law.
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These include:
- Students would like more clarity around assessments
- Students would prefer resources to be more transparent
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF SCIENCE EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 262 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Science.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A more indepth look shows that 138 (52%) of class representatives have responded with a
rating of 4 for their course experience.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Science have rated an average course
experience of 4.19.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Science:
- 32 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 77 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 12 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 40 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 186 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and
Structure
- 47 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 70 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.1 Course Content & Structure
● Students expressed their concerns around the lack of resources provided in
courses
o “Many also want access to more resources (practice questions and worked
through answers), which are already present. ”
o “Students wanted more examples of exam type of questions and answers.”
o “Students also asked for more examples to be provided in the lectures along
with the content to help them better understand how to approach
assignment questions. We had quite a number of students wanting more
practise questions or past mid sem tests/exams for them to revise with.”
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o “The lecturers have been really supportive of their students, only concern
would be access to more resources.”
o “Some people have approached me before our mid semester test in regards
to the lack of resources provided that could allow us to do revision or practice
exams. Due to the fast pacing, some of the students have trouble keeping up
with the lectures and it makes tutorials and assignments hard for them to
understand.”
o “More explanations and examples for the lecture materials”

4.2 Academic Staff
● Students have concerns surrounding the lack of interaction from lecturers on
Piazza/Email
o “Some students didn't feel like they were being responded to their
emails/piazza posts in a good timeframe “
o “A common complaint is the inactivity on piazza where there is little to no
feedback and help from tutors/lecturers thus piazza isn't used as often”
o “There are also issues with the lecturer and tutors - people believe they don't
reply on Piazza quickly enough, or respond to emails quickly. For example,
recently we were given a task that parts of the class couldn't do (they had M1
Macs), and people were struggling for a few days on Piazza before a response
was issued.”

4.3 Assessments
● Students feel that assessments are of an inadequate quality
o “many are feeling overwhelmed with the pace that new topics are being
covered and the workload from the number of different assessments. Some
specific comments revolve around feeling like they are asked to use/apply
concepts before they properly understand them, and spending a
disproportionate amount of time on _____ compared to the rest of their
courses.”
o “People have mentioned that things are not explained properly, and already
multiple tests have been accidentally released later than they were supposed
to.”
o “Students think the workload of this course is quite heavy and they have
difficulty understanding the instructions of assignments. Students (overseas
and on campus) wish to have assignments with clearer instructions.”
o Students almost are finding the assignments and test a little confusing at
times and feel that the lectures did not fully prepare them for the assessment.
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4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Professor Byblow is a very nice lecturer. He is easy to talk to. Many students are
satisfied with his teaching style.”
● “Students are very happy with the way the course is structured. Sarah and Steph
are both very approachable and described in similar ways by a number of students
as "easy to talk to and very knowledgeable". Assessment objectives are easy to
follow and the steps to completion very clearly presented to all students.”
● “Students are generally very satisfied with this course, finding Paddy an extremely
engaging lecturer due to his clear way of communicating information, the
examples he goes through and the problems he presents to the class to solve
(keeping the class involved).”
● “Students seem to be thoroughly enjoying the course, the discussion based
lectures along with reading questions and regular announcements have been
effective and well received by students. The content has been engaging and
students are excited to learn.”
● “Students find the course really fun and engaging. The course is structured well
and moves at a comfortable pace. The workbook is very detailed, students like that
it has plenty of practice questions and concise notes.”

5.0 Key take-aways
The key takeaways from this report include the three most common complaints expressed
from class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Science.
These include:
- Students expressed their concerns around the lack of resources provided in
courses
- Students have concerns surrounding the lack of interaction from lecturers on
Piazza/Email
- Students feel that assessments are of an inadequate quality
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF MEDICAL AND HEALTH
SCIENCE
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 93 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences have rated an
average course experience of 4.28.
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3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences:
- 18 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 21 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 7 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 8 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 78 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and Structure
- 24 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 39 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.1 Course Content & Structure
● Students expressed their concerns surrounding how the course is being taught
o “Most complaints were about inconsistency throughout the programme with
marking and meeting the assignment outline. Some students also felt that
the theory taught prior to clinical was not in any way helpful in preparation
for their placements. Some students also felt that the amount of self-directed
learning that is examinable is "ridiculous" as students don't believe they
should be paying such high fees just to teach themselves, as they aren't sure if
they're even getting the information right.”
o “Lack of required explanations on lecture slides”
o “- Lectures are very content heavy and students are finding it difficult to keep
up with the pace and amount of learning
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- Students unsure of what parts of the lectures/content are the most
important for the exams and feel overwhelmed by what content will come up
in assessments”

4.2 Assessments
● Students feel confused around the expectation of assessments
o “There have been some issues regarding the marking of our weekly quizzes,
with students being unsure about how to get full marks and consistently
being disappointed with seemingly unjustified low marks. The tutor has
responded to this in the last few days, explaining how they are marked, so
hopefully this will improve in time for the next quiz next week. There have also
been complaints about the lack of clarity as to what is expected in the quiz
answers, as we are given a strict word limit , but then asked to discuss quite a
complex idea which would ideally be answered in much more words.”
o “the recent lab 1 and subsequent peer review of lab reports was rushed and
difficult as no one really knew what was going on or what to do. Support was
limited and difficult to learn thru zoom. Many people couldnt adequately
finish drafts on time . Very rushed indeed.”

4.3 Resources
● Students express their concerns surrounding the information provided in
regards to course content and assessments
o “Leading up to the mid-semester test the directions were quite unclear about
how it was going to be run and what was the conditions but the tutorials
during week 4 explained that, however, some students felt it was too close to
the test to find out that way and if students had not gone to the tutorial they
would have missed out that important information”

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “ Vanessa is warm and engaging. Good content. Really enjoyed the Patient
Experiences talk.”
● “So far there has only been positive feedback and the main point has been how
helpful the lecturers have been in preparing us for the assignments.”
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● “The feedback we have received for PHARM212 has been incredibly positive with
our students stating that they are very satisfied with how the course has been
taught. The most notably theme that we have grasped from the cohort is regarding
how well balanced their learning has been.”
● “Lecturers and tutors have been so supportive with changes in alert levels and
assistance in learning in clinics. We are all enjoying getting to do practical work
and getting real life experience.”
● “In regards to what peers are enjoying about MAORIHTH 301, they're finding the
course content engaging and well-organised. Content is new and relevant to the
overall key course objectives. They have found the class environment to be
welcoming and have really helped with interactiveness i.e. group work. They have
also found lecturers to be engaging and tutorials to be helpful in supplementing
their learning. Peers have also enjoyed being able to learn about the marae and
pōwhiri process which we've found to be a unique part of the MAORIHTH 301
course that other BHSc courses don't tend to offer.”

5.0 Key take-aways
The key takeaways from this report include the most common complaints expressed from
class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Medical and Health
Sciences.
These include:
- Students expressed their concerns surrounding how the course is being taught
- Students feel confused around the expectation of assessments
- Students express their concerns surrounding the information provided in regards
to course content and assessments
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
BUSINESS SCHOOL EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and
within classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the
feedback received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone
so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 201 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from Business School.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A more indepth look shows that 103 (51%) of class representatives have responded with a
rating of 4 for their course experience.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Business School have rated an average course experience
of 4.01.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Business School:
- 44 submissions were categorised as Online Learning
- 59 submissions were categorised as Academic Staff
- 18 submissions were categorised as Academic Complaint
- 18 submissions were categorised as General Facilities
- 144 submissions were categorised as Course Content and Structure
- 47 submissions were categorised as Resources
- 59 submissions were categorised as assessments

4.0 Concerns surrounding the redesign of the commerce degree
prerequisite courses
With the restructuring of the commerce prerequisite courses, there have been complaints
surrounding these recent changes. It is acknowledged that large restructuring of courses
will naturally cause complaints due to the unfamiliarity of content and expectations,
however feedback will be helpful nonetheless in improving the course in the future.

For those unfamiliar with the changes, the compulsory first stage courses have been
changed from STATS108, BUS101, BUS102, ACCTG101, COMLAW101, ECON151 and
3
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INFOSYS110 to BUS111, BUS112 OR BUS113, BUS114, BUS115, INFOSYS110 and
STATS108.
With the assumption that STATS108 and INFOSYS110 are taught in the same manner, this
section will focus more on the other BUS1xx pre-requisite courses.
● Students have concerns around how assessments are conducted
o “Students felt that it was odd to have the weekly tests on Monday mornings
on the previous week's content. This didn't go well with most people's
schedules as they have this sense of urgency to complete every week's work
prior to the actual week as the test will be at the start of the week.”
o “Regarding assignments, information on due dates are not communicated
well. There was some confusion about that as well from what the student
reported. Under the assignment that it said no due date when the assignment
is actually due next week.”
o “People from my course are feeling quite overwhelmed about the amount of
assessment that they have been required to do.”
● Students are concerned with how the content is taught and the lack of
engagement with lecturers
o “The difficulty of the course is a result of students being not comfortable
enough in class to voice their questions, the overwhelming and repetitive
nature of lectures as well as the insufficient explanation on key concepts
within the course .”
o “After talking to my fellow class reps in the course, it seems to me that
students generally agree that there is a degree of disorganisation with this
new course.”
o “The overall feedback collected was in regards to how student's found the
pacing of the course quite fast and hard to keep up with. It felt more like an
"information dump" and that there wasn't enough clear and concise
explanation about the key concepts.”
● Students are concerned with how long the lectures are
o “A lot of students are not adjusting to the long 2 hour lectures. I understand
that ___ is a new course this year and the 2-hour long lectures are a new
thing.”
o “The inadequate explanation of the lecturers further this problem with many
students saying that they "struggled to stay awake" while many other
students saying they left mid-way through the lecture. Additionally, due to the
overwhelmingly long lectures which lasts 2 hours on average and often goes
over time, some students are frustrated that they do not have the opportunity
in class to apply the theory in class.”
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● There have been some concerns surrounding sexism in the course
o “one instructor kept on referring to business entities as 'he'. Female students
complained that the stereotype that 'business is for men' is a harmful idea to
introduce to and propagate among students, which I completely agree with.
Our suggestion would be to use gender neutral pronouns in the future, or
personify business entities less.”
o “There are also instances of sexism in class. Whenever lecturers are referring
to business entities, they use the pronouns of "he/him" instead of gender
neutral pronouns. There are several female students who feel uncomfortable
with the lack of usage of gender neutral pronouns and they say that it feels
like the lecturers are "enforcing the social stigma that only males belong in
business".”

4.1 Course Content & Structure (THESE RELATE TO COURSES
OTHER THAN BUS1xx)
● Students want the content taught in lectures to be more relevant to
assessments
o “Most students have stated that the lectures are not helpful when attempting
assignments or lectures are helpful, but sometimes the information they are
looking for are not on the lectures. This further leads to a new problem where
assignments actually don't help test them on what they have learnt so far.”
o “Students have stated they would like a more clear structure of what they are
learning and how this will be assessed, some students disliked the
organization of lecture content and materials. Many have stated that there is
a lot of lecture material and they are not sure how everything is relevant and
which resources are required for the team practicals.“
o “They would like more lecture material that is relevant to the assignment
practicals, more clarification on practical work, how to write good answers
for team practicals, an improved marking rubric that explicitly states what is
required for the practical and an exemplar, and linking the lecture content
back to the assignments better as students were unsure about the
requirements and how to structure the answers.”
o “Assessments: as many are unsure what content is examinable, how to study
for the upcoming test, or whether the lectures are following the same
structure as the textbook - in which if this is the case, they would rather we
didn't just verbatim repeat the textbook, more so discuss concepts and apply
to real life.”

4.2 Assessments
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● Students have concerned surrounding how assessments are conducted
o “Some students also felt pressured and disheartened that they missed out
points for our first assignment due to the lecturer "releasing content for the
last question of the assignment the day before it was due" which gives a short
time frame.”
o “- Issues with the recording not being uploaded quickly and having to do a lab
quiz about the lecture before the recording has been uploaded. “

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Positive feedback also includes Timofeys teaching style and personality; our peers
have said that our lecturer is engaging and keeps their attention through the whole
lecture.”
● “Dr Lisa answers so fast .”
● “Most of the comments are about positive things like Peter is the best lecturer in
IB, which I agree with.”
● “Students were generally very positive towards Yvonne. students think she is doing
a good job in the lectures preparing students for the first assignment. The labs
were also said to be helpful with their focus complimenting the lecture content
well.”
● “Everyone loves Bodo's style of teaching. His delivery, engagement, personality are
all complimented on.”
● “We love our lecturer and the course contents so far have already been talked
about this during the sscc meeting: some students prefer in-person tutorial instead
of online tutorial that we are having now. They feel like in-person tutorials will be
more productive and interactive. And some students find out the concepts are not
easy to be understood, as well as a bit confused about the difference between
powerpoint and the course book. For everything else, so far so good.”
● “Luckily, we got a nice lecturer who helped us a lot during the situation. Gehan
makes our lecture recordings regularly and by putting up the materials in the inperson streams makes us feel being treated equally. That's nice because lot's of
students could feel less-participated during offshore studying.”

5.0 Key take-aways
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This report has focused a lot on the course changes of the BUS1xx courses. Going forward,
this report will generalise the BUS1xx courses under all other courses offered by the
Business School.
Overall complaints included:
- Students have concerned surrounding how assessments are conducted
- Students want the content taught in lectures to be more relevant to assessments
- There have been some concerns surrounding sexism in the course
- Students are concerned with how long the lectures are
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AUSA e-Voice Diary Report:
2021, Semester 1, Week 4
FACULTY OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL
WORK EDITION
Report completed as of 07/04/2021

AUSA STUDENT VOICE OFFICE

1.0 Aim
Every semester, the Student Voice Office at AUSA sends out an online survey to registered
Class Representatives to gather information on the activities across the campus and within
classroom settings at the University of Auckland. This report aims to outline the feedback
received from Class Representatives about how semester one of 2021 has gone so far.

1.1 Methodology
The e-Voice diary is set up using google forms as the surveying platform. The survey was
distributed to all registered Class Representatives via email. Class Representatives are
usually given a week to fill out the survey.

1.2 Introduction
This report will follow the structure of summarising the results of each question before
going into further analysis of the results. A summary will be provided at the end of the
report with possible implementations and recommendations as well as further
implications following from here on forth.
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2.0 Faculty Contributions
The following information provided details on which faculties took part in the survey and
which faculties had the most respondents. The total amount of submissions received for
this section is from 1056. We have received 86 total submissions from the class
representatives who represent a course from the Faculty of Education and Social Work.

3.0 Course Experiences
The following information outlines the overall rated experience of courses provided at the
University of Auckland across all faculties during the first four weeks of semester 1,
2021. The Class Representatives were asked to select how they would rate the respective
courses they represent, from ‘1’ being ‘Poor’, to ‘5’ being ‘Excellent’.

A more indepth look shows that 54 (63%) of class representatives have responded with a
rating of 4 for their course experience.
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A further breakdown of the course experience by faculty shows that class representatives
representing a course from the Faculty of Education and Social Work have rated an
average course experience of 4.06.

3.1 Outlining what Categories Class Representative ‘Course
Experience’ Feedback Relate to
Students were able to select more than one category for their course experience feedback.
For the Faculty of Education and Social Work:
- 17 submissions were categorised as feedback about Online Learning
- 23 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Staff
- 9 submissions were categorised as feedback about Academic Complaint
- 12 submissions were categorised as feedback about General Facilities
- 68 submissions were categorised as feedback about Course Content and Structure
- 9 submissions were categorised as feedback about Resources
- 27 submissions were categorised as feedback about assessments

4.1 Course Content & Structure
● Students expressed their concerns around the delivery of lectures
o “5 hours of teaching one subject can be draining for students and they find it
hard to stay fully focused in class. Yes, we get breaks but the contents can be
overwhelming and students need time to process it.”
o " Too many students meaning lecturers and staff are stretched too thin. Plus
some students having to share an Associate Teacher on practicum in schools.
This means some students are having less teaching opportunities and less
time with their associate teacher.”
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4.2 Resources
● Students are struggling with the lecture recordings provided, especially from
Epsom campus
o “Students are finding it very hard to focus and engage in lectures as they are
being live streamed, poorly, from the Epsom Campus. The quality of the sound
is very poor, crackly, muffled and dropping out of connection - at some points
we hear silence. Students feel disappointed that they have paid over $800 for
the course, yet don’t have the lecturer present in person at the Tai Tonga
Campus. They feel they are getting less out of the course, the lecturer isn’t
actually in the room with them, yet they are paying the same amount of
money Epsom students are - yet they get the lecturer in person.”
o “Not overly ecstatic about the structure and delivery of the lectures. The
lecture is delivered from the Epsom campus and the rest of us are tuning in
live which makes it very difficult to engage with the lecture and also quite
hard to hear. The video keeps cutting out and then we are having to wait
while it loads. Not very practical delivery for a lecture“
● Students would like to have both more resources in terms of quantity and
consistency
o “Students have voiced that it would be really helpful if all PowerPoint slides
were made available the night before the lecture / workshop so that we can
print them and have them on hand for the lecture / workshop.”
o “Generally my peers were happy with what was being taught in our lectures,
however some of us were just confused on the tutorial part of things. As we
have different tutors for each class, the work or the explanation given to our
cohort is different per class. It was hard for some to come back to our group
and give each other help on course work because of this.”

4.3 Assessments
● Students feel confused about the requirements of assessments
o “Most of the negative feedback is about the tutorials and assessment
criteria/info. Around 50% of students have no clue what is going on with the
midterm, including what's being assessed and how that even relates to the
tutorials because we've done nothing in tutorials on how to write/format or
what to include or do, assessment criteria in the midterm which is supposedly
a case-based essay.”
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o “The second point, and one of the most common stressors, was the lack of
feedback before the second assignment was submitted. Because many
students weren't coming straight from an essay-writing background, there
was a general consensus that people didn't know what standard was
expected in their writing. This was compounded by the narrative style
expected simultaneously in 614. Having a small assignment due early to base
work off, or having more time between the two assignments so feedback
could be given would be a monumental help.”

4.4 Commendations
Apart from all the common general concerns listed above, as seen, there are praises by
many Class Representatives for their respective courses. They have been managed
excellently and class reps have expressed their gratitude for that.
● “Students at Tai Tonga love having Fetaui as their tutor. She is extremely
knowledgeable and makes even the most difficult concepts clear and
understandable. She is transparent in all that she does and teaches, for which the
students are extremely grateful. Although we are having trouble in our lectures, she
clears up every misconception during the tutorial, which makes students feel more
at ease and like they understand what they are being presented with.”
● “199 has been fantastic so far this year. There are few, if any, points to be improved
on. The online modules are well designed and easy to follow. The due dates are
generous and explained well in advance so there doesn't feel like any pressure is
being put on . Marking has also been clear and quick which is something students
have been grateful for.”
● “For Jason, he is engaging and charismatic. Lectures relate things to ourselves so
students can make a meaningful connection.”
● “Sheryll is lovely, but there has been a lot of confusion around her side - the
tutorials.”
● “The content in 614 has been engaging and feels exceptionally relevant to our
future practices. The transition to online was made seamlessly. The discussion
postings assignments have been really valuable too as an opportunity for directed
reflection. More than once I've heard of them being used as a conversation starter
and I know a lot of ideas about pedagogy have been developed as a result of these
assessments.”
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● “Given the upsets of Covid so early in the year, the general feeling among the
cohort is really positive with regards to 612. While there was some stress about
getting placements late, them not always matching specialisations, and some
confusion about how two students to one AT works, everyone has made it clear
they are grateful to be heading into schools”
● “603 pivoted to delivering content online really well, and from the feedback I
collected nobody feels they missed out on content or learning as a result. Claudia
and John have both also been responsive to an enormous cohort, and the
extensions to both assignments have been gratefully received.”

5.0 Key take-aways
The key takeaways from this report include the most common complaints expressed from
class representatives for their respective course in the Faculty of Education and Social
Work.
These include:
- Students expressed their concerns around the delivery of lectures
- Students would like to have both more resources in terms of quantity and
consistency
- Students feel confused about the requirements of assessments
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